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Tobias, January 3, 2009

So often the oversoul will create an expression of itself 
into the human realms, but then will maintain a 
distance from it. So often the oversoul creates the 
human entity and then finds it difficult to connect with 
it. The veil definitely goes two ways. Sometimes the 
oversoul doesn’t want to interfere with the human 
existence of itself; other times it fears getting too close 
and getting sucked into this thing called human reality; 
other times parts of the oversoul are so wounded and 
twisted, remaining in the near Earth realms, caught in 
their own horrors and their own hell, that they are 
somewhat oblivious to this thing called the human 
living on Earth.



Tobias, January 3, 2009

Being bi-present is allowing yourself to be in 
multiple dimensions and realities in a single 
time. Instead of having to hop around from 
different points of presence or different reality 
levels, being bi-present means that you allow all 
the different dimensions to come into 
convergence at the same point – the Point of 
Presence.
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Don’t look at your life like you would look at a broken 
down, dirty house. Make no judgments about it. Invite 
your soul, your divine, in as a guest of honor. Invite it in 
without making excuses, without saying you’re going to fix 
this or fix that later, without saying that you meant to 
clean up first, without making apologies or excuses. And 
as your soul beckons you to join itself, its integrated self, 
take that bold and daring move. Take that step to join it, 
to join yourself, your soul, in the other realms, in the 
other dimensions. The other dimensions don’t have to be a 
million miles from here. They’re a half a breath away. 
Allow yourself to be so trusting that you can open yourself 
to join the soul of you.
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Let’s talk about predictions for this coming year, and I 
would like to start this with hearing from you! I would 
like a number of you to give a short concise feeling 
about the energies of this coming year from more of a 
global perspective. What does this next year hold? I 
would like somebody to keep a list of what is brought 
out here, and I would like the list to be expanded 
through your Internet where others can contribute to 
it. I’d like this list posted and kept in this sacred safe 
space called crimsoncircle.com for all of you to look at 
during the year and to find out, to understand how 
truly wise you are.
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What lies ahead for 2009? Perhaps it’s not exciting or 
dramatic, but it’s very noteworthy. We’re going to call 
it the year of weather. The reason is quite simple: as 
consciousness is changing and New Energy is coming 
in, Old Energy is going out. Old stuck energy in the 
Earth itself is shifting and leaving. Bodies that were 
buried hundreds, thousands and ten thousands of 
years ago are now departing. Gaia, the planet herself, 
the energy and the essence of the planet is departing, 
turning over responsibility for this grand planet to the 
humans who inhabit it. There’s a cleansing at the 
deepest level of Earth right now and that translates 
into major weather changes on Earth.
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The weather on Earth also helps in a very interesting way of 
sharing consciousness and energies all around the world. It 
used to be the single most important method of bringing 
consciousness from one culture or one part of the world to 
the other. That is how it was possible for there to be an 
invention in China 10,000 years ago, and at a very similar 
timeframe on the other side of the world for that same 
invention. The weather was used as the deliverer of 
consciousness, and it still is. The weather on Earth is going 
to be carrying a new message to the plants, the animals, the 
Earth and the water – and you’re going to be part of it. 
You’re going to feel very, very connected to the weather. It is 
the carrier of new consciousness into the deep layers and 
levels of Earth in this next year.
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The weather is going to perplex scientists and those 
who study its patterns, and they’re going to wonder 
why the shifts in the magnetic poles are changing on a 
very erratic basis, as well as the intensity or the 
magnetic pull to Earth. Both the magnetic poles are 
going to be shifting, and the strength – or the lack of 
strength – of the gravitational pull on Earth is going to 
change this year, and it’s going to be erratic. It’s going 
to change in every part of the Earth, and every 
biological aspect of the Earth is going to feel it, but 
most will not understand what is going on.
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This could be defined as THE year of opportunity for 
Shaumbra and for anybody who’s integrated their 
spiritual wisdom with their human existence. There will 
be more opportunity for you to start your business; do 
your healing in your way; teach what you have to share; 
be Standards for other humans and beacons of light for 
those who are in distress. There will be more opportunity 
for you to bring your dreams to Earth, to manifest them 
here and to have joy in living them out. There’ll be more 
opportunities for abundance in your life. There will be 
more opportunities than ever before to invite your essence, 
your divine, your true Self to join you in this experience 
called life on Earth. This is the year of opportunity.
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The question I ask each and every one of you is do you choose 
to live in the world of chaos, drama and storms, or the world 
of abundance, opportunity and joy? Can you take that deep 
breath before you get out of bed, in joy for the day no matter 
what it holds? Can you sing the song of joy that you’re here in 
a physical body on Earth, sing the song of life, even if life 
should end later that day? Can you sing the song of 
relationships, good and bad, because they all gave you 
something? Can you open up and connect with the angelic 
beings who are all around you? Can you have such joy in 
your life that you give up the struggle, that you allow 
abundance in? Can you bring your dreams into your reality, 
your soul into your life? Can you allow yourself to be part of 
your soul as well? Which world do you choose to live in this 
year?
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China suffering worst drought in
50 years

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

China is suffering its worst drought in half a century

Many places have not had rainfall for more than 100 days

More than 4.3 million residents face a shortage of drinking water

Next Article in World »

Senate debates stimulus bill amid search for compromise
Watch Now: Live on CNN.com »

Water levels in some Chinese rivers are well below their

average with 50 to 80 percent less rain than last year.

Don't Miss
Former top Chinese official

arrested

BEIJING, China (CNN) -- China is suffering another natural disaster -- this time, the worst drought in half a

century. The land is parched and the irrigation dams have dried up. Crops and livestock are dying.

China on Thursday raised the drought-emergency-

alert level from orange to red and allocated an

additional $44 million dollars on top of the $13

million in emergency aid already released.

Since November northern and central China has

had little rain. Many places have not had rainfall for

more than 100 days.

"The extent of drought is quite extensive, the

impact is quite great," forecaster Zhang Peiqun

said in an interview with state television CCTV.

"Rainfall on average has been 50 to 80 percent

less than that of last year."

China has been hit by a string of natural disasters

in the last year. In addition to the drought, Chinese

officials have had to battle back against a brutal

winter that stranded millions and a deadly

earthquake that killed tens of thousands.

In the drought, more than 4.3 million residents face a shortage of drinking water, as do 2 million livestock.

The drought has hit 12 provinces, including the wheat-producing areas

in Henan, Anhui, and Shandong provinces. Chinese media says the

total area affected has reached 1,370 million hectares (3,385 million

acres).

Reached by telephone, a spokesman of the Henan Drought Relief Headquarters told CNN that the worst

affected areas were north of the Yellow River, including the cities of Zhengzhou, Kaifeng, Jiaozuo and

Luoyang.

"The water level of the Yellow River is very low at this moment and the government is doing relief

operations," he said. The water level at the Xiao Langdi reservoir is only half of last year's. 

 Watch more on the drought »

With the emergency funding, teams of specialists have been dispatched

to deliver technical expertise and relief supplies. The Anhui Agriculture
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Blistering cold temperatures hit
Midwest

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

Major winter system hits Midwest, packing heavy winds and snow

Forecasters predicting below-zero temperatures for next few days

One man dies after sleepwalking barefoot outside in Wisconsin

Man suffers frostbite after shoveling without gloves in minus 17 degree weather

Next Article in U.S. »

A chilling cold front is battering the upper Midwest and

Great Lakes.

(CNN) -- Blistering temperatures and winds battered parts of the upper Midwest Tuesday, delivering some

states the coldest weather in decades.

On the heels of a blizzard that barreled into the

Northern Plains, temperatures dropped to minus

18 degrees Fahrenheit in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In Hayward, Wisconsin, a man who was prone to

sleepwalking died after exposure to the freezing

temperatures there, according to CNN affiliate

KDLH-TV in Duluth, Wisconsin.

Authorities said the man's son reported him

missing around noon Tuesday. Police told KDLH

they found bare footprints leading from the man's

home to 190 feet away.

For Tony Williams, the temperature in Minneapolis

was more than his body could handle.

After shoveling outside his home without gloves for

45 minutes in minus 17 degree weather, Williams

suffered second degree frostbite, according to

CNN affiliate KARE-TV.

"On his finger pads, all of his fingers and his thumb, he had the formation of blisters," Dr. Cheryl Adkinson,

an emergency physician at Hennepin County Medical Center who treated Williams, told KARE.

In Grand Forks, North Dakota, the weather was severe enough to break a record temperature from 1979,

with minus 37 degrees, according to the National Weather Service.

The blast of cold, snow and ice wreaked havoc on traffic throughout the Midwest. In cities across the area,

schools and businesses shut their doors because of the icy temperatures, while residents tried to dig out

their cars and streets.

In Arlington Heights, Illinois, railroad worker Matt Tesh was feeling the sting of near-zero wind chills as he

shoveled snow from railroad tracks Tuesday morning, CNN affiliate WGN reported.

 See how the storm has hit Chicago, Illinois »

Wearing several layers under his bright orange coat, he tried working without a face mask. That didn't last

long.

"Two or three minutes [without it], and my face was burning," he told WGN.

In the next couple of days, forecasters aren't predicting much of a letup.

The weather system, known as the "Alberta clipper" is expected to bring gusty winds, plummeting

temperatures and a couple of inches of snow to Chicago, Illinois, Wednesday morning, according to the

weather service.

The cold system from Canada will meet a system that originated in the Arctic and will spread below-freezing

temperatures across the Great Lakes area, according to CNN meteorologist Guillermo Arduino. 

 See the forecast »
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Winter storm causes massive
Kentucky outage

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

It's an "indescribable mess everywhere," says Kentucky public service official

Nine weather-related deaths have been reported, governor says

More than 607,000 customers without power, state says

Large numbers of people without water; state national guard increasing ranks

Next Article in U.S. »

Mayor Bloomberg presents New York's 2010 budget
Watch Now: Live on CNN.com »

"We are kind of in state of emergency. It's pretty bad,"  said

iReporter Dwight Stanley of Louisville, Kentucky.

Don't Miss
WDRB:  172,000 Louisville

homes in dark

WLKY:  Officials warn of

generator dangers

Winter storm blamed for

deaths

iReport.com: Send photos,

videos of ice and snow

(CNN) -- The brutal winter storm that caused havoc from Texas to Maine has paralyzed swaths of Kentucky,

now working to cope with what it says is the worst power outage in the state's history.

Andrew Melnykovych, spokesman for Kentucky's

Public Service Commission, said it's "an

indescribable mess everywhere."

Larry Holeman, deputy emergency management

director of rural Grayson County, called his hard-

hit community "a war zone."

The emergency reflects the challenges faced in

states such as Kentucky, where many rural and

remote regions struggle to keep warm and dry

under dire weather conditions.

Nine weather-related deaths have been reported,

with two confirmed, said the office of Gov. Steve

Beshear. A previously confirmed death has since

been found to be nonweather-related.

The storm caused the largest power outage in

Kentucky's history, with more 607,000 customers

out of power. 

 Watch residents of Grayson County, Kentucky, try to cope with outage »

But Melnykovych said that while the state is saying 607,000 customers have lost power, he thinks the

number is closer to 650,000 because the state figure comes only from utilities it regulates.

When Hurricane Ike hit in September, 600,000 customers lost power. Melnykovych said the temperature was

around 75 degrees and power outages "were more of an "inconvenience than a life threatening situation."

iReport.com: Send your wintry weather photos, videos

"Hurricane Ike didn't have this kind of impact," he said.

Of the state's 120 counties, 78 have declared emergencies. So have 47 cities, the governor's office said.

At least 113 emergency shelters have been opened.

Jewel Tomes, who lives in Leitchfield, took shelter at a high school after

a complex for the elderly lost power and was "thrilled to have a place to

come to."

"The high school here was generous, and more than 500 people have

been sheltered here, and we have had cots and blankets and three

meals a day. And we had medication," she told CNN.

Around 93,000 customers on 55 water systems remain without access

to water because of outages and storm damage.  Photos of storm's impact »

Crews across the state were working to clear roads of snow, ice and trees.
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Massive flooding in western

Washington

Buzz Bernard, Sr. Meteorologist, The Weather
Channel
Jan. 7, 2009 8:12 pm ET

West | View Regional Video 

A sharp Pacific cold front will punch into the Interior

West Thursday finally bringing an end to the heavy

rain in western Washington and causing snow levels

to plunge.

Showers, however, will continue west of the

Cascades, while heavy snow falls in the Cascades

with snow levels nose-diving to around 1500 feet

by afternoon.

Still, the damage will have been done with major

and record river flooding likely in western

Washington.

Farther east, heavy snow will coat the mountains of

Idaho and western Montana. Areas of rain, snow

and freezing rain will plague eastern Montana.

Rain and mountain snow showers should extend

southward into northern California and northern

Nevada.

Strong, gusty winds will whip over locations in the

immediate lee of the Rockies from Montana to Colorado.

The Southwest and Colorado Rockies will remain mostly dry.

High temperatures are predicted to range from the 30s across the northern Rockies to the low and

mid-70s in southeast California and southern Arizona.

Northeast | View Regional Video 

Windy, snowy (for some), and cold conditions will grip the northeastern U.S. Thursday.

In the wake of Wednesday's storm, snow showers and flurries are expected to be widespread with

only areas from New Jersey southward into Virginia (east of the Appalachians) unlikely to see any.

Significant accumulations should be confined to locales immediately downwind of Lakes Erie and

Ontario.

High temperatures are forecast to range from the 20s in western New York and Northern New England

to the upper 40s in eastern and central Virginia.

Midwest | View Regional Video 

Except for Nebraska and Kansas, temperatures will be near to below seasonal averages on the Plains

and in the Midwest Thursday.
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Thousands flee fire

12:50 a.m. The Olde Stage Road Fire has

scorched its seventh building and is threatening

homes along Olde Stage Road.

Firefighters are also evacuating 391 homes to

the west of the road including Boulder Heights,

Lazy Acres and the north side of Lee Hill Road in

the foothills.

All evacuation orders were likely to stand

through at least mid-morning today, officials

said.

Forecast winds could continue to cause problems

for firefighters again today, and damaged power

poles could pose a threat. 

Full story »

RELATED

High Wind Whips Up Fire North of Boulder

VIDEO: Wildfire north of Boulder

PHOTO GALLERY: FIGHTING THE FIRE

RSS

Boulder County llama
rancher loses home to
inferno
Bobra Goldsmith, 78, was dressing for a

dentist appointment a few minutes

before 1 p.m. Wednesday when an

assistant at her family’s llama ranch ran

inside. 

(Comments 8 ) | Full story »

Evacuees flee to shelters

Hundreds of people filled safe houses

around Boulder County on Wednesday

night as the Olde Stage Road Fire forced

thousands of evacuations. Those

evacuees found friendly faces and helpful

neighbors, even in the face of a

frightening situation. 

(Comments 1 ) | Full story »

FEMA to help cover fire costs

The Federal Emergency Management

Agency will help pay the firefighting costs

for the Olde Stage Road Fire that has

burned more than 1,000 acres. 

(Comments 3 ) | Full story »
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January 21, 2009: Did you know a solar flare can make your toilet stop working?

That's the surprising conclusion of a NASA-

funded study by the National Academy of

Sciences entitled Severe Space Weather Events

—Understanding Societal and Economic Impacts.

In the 132-page report, experts detailed what

might happen to our modern, high-tech society

in the event of a "super solar flare" followed by

an extreme geomagnetic storm. They found that

almost nothing is immune from space weather—

not even the water in your bathroom.

Right: Auroras over Blair, Nebraska, during a

geomagnetic storm in May 2005. Photo credit:

Mike Hollingshead/Spaceweather.com.

The problem begins with the electric power grid.

"Electric power is modern society's cornerstone technology on which virtually all other

infrastructures and services depend," the report notes. Yet it is particularly vulnerable to

bad space weather. Ground currents induced during geomagnetic storms can actually

melt the copper windings of transformers at the heart of many power distribution

systems. Sprawling power lines act like antennas, picking up the currents and spreading

the problem over a wide area. The most famous geomagnetic power outage happened

during a space storm in March 1989 when six million people in Quebec lost power for 9

hours: image.

According to the report, power grids may be more vulnerable than

ever. The problem is interconnectedness. In recent years, utilities

have joined grids together to allow long-distance transmission of low-

cost power to areas of sudden demand. On a hot summer day in

California, for instance, people in Los Angeles might be running their

air conditioners on power routed from Oregon. It makes economic

sense—but not necessarily geomagnetic sense. Interconnectedness

makes the system susceptible to wide-ranging "cascade failures."

To estimate the scale of such a failure, report co-author John Kappenmann of the

Metatech Corporation looked at the great geomagnetic storm of May 1921, which

produced ground currents as much as ten times stronger than the 1989 Quebec storm,

and modeled its effect on the modern power grid. He found more than 350 transformers
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Upcoming Events



A Day of New Consciousness
Tel Aviv, Israel • February 14, 2009



“Back to Egypt”
Shaumbra Tour

February 14 - 24, 2009
• Pyramid Tours
• 4 nights on the Nile
• Channels
• Cairo tours
• Professional guide
• Many meals and extras

SOLD OUT!



The Gathering • February 14 - 24, 2009
Solothurn, Switzerland

Featuring Geoffrey Hoppe, Jonette Crowley, 
Cecelia Sifontes, Caroline Cory, Reindjen Anselmi,  
Wulfing von Rohr

www.gathering.nu

http://www.gathering.nu
http://www.gathering.nu


TOBIAS & ADAMUS’

INTERDIMENSIONAL WORKSHOP
Mallorca, Spain March 28 - 29, 2009



Tobias’ 
Aspectology 
School

Sydney, Australia
April 17 - 19, 2009

Host: Marisa Calvi



Auckland, New Zealand • April 25 - 26, 2009
Host: Michelle King

TOBIAS & ADAMUS’

INTERDIMENSIONAL WORKSHOP



Tobias’ 
Aspectology 
School

Rio de Janiero, Brasil
June 2009



Midsummer New Energy Conference
Breckenridge, Colorado • July 17 - 19, 2009
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COLORADO

USA



Lee Carroll 
Norma Delaney
Garret Annoffsky
Tobias
Adamus Saint-Germanin
Kuthumi
Story Waters
Lee Harris
Jonette Crowley
John Cali
Wendy Kennedy
Yoham
The Jimmy Stadler Band
Brian Campbell - DJ
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THE SHAUMBRA LAUNCH PAD

Marisa Calvi
www.newenergywriting.com
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Marisa Calvi
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THE SHAUMBRA LAUNCH PAD

Tommie Makela
www.beyond-mind.com
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In The News



New Product!
Free Digital Download



Recorded in Seoul, Korea, 
January 2009

“Do You Remember”
A Message from Tobias

Free download
Available in the new 
Shaumbra EU Store on 
Monday, available in 
the main Shaumbra 
Shoppe on February 12
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Shaumbra Shoppe
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Personal Study Courses
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Books

Books

Digital Downloads
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Books (PDF)

Music
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DVD's

DVD's

 

Tuning In: Spirit

Channelers in America

! 22,95

 

Addictions (MP3)

! 15,00

 

Choosing For You (PDF)

! 9,00

 

The Oslo Sessions:

From Control to

Freedom (CD)

! 40,00

 

Discovering Your

Passion

! 160,00

 

Expanding Your

Intuition

! 95,00

 

Aspectology (CD)

! 20,00

 

Masters in The New

Energy

! 15,95 Now  ! 12,95

 

RECOMMENDED ARTICLES

New Energy Business

(CD)

! 20,00

 

Aspectology (MP3)

! 15,00

 

Expanding Your

Intuition

! 95,00

 

Aspectology (CD)

! 20,00

 

Recently viewed products Clear recently viewed

Your shoppingcart is empty

 | Login / My account  | Customer service Disclaimer & terms

Expanding Your Intuition ! 95,00

 details  order

Expanding Your Intu...

Choosing For You (PDF)

Aspectology (CD)

Masters in The New ...

Tuning In: Spirit C...

details order details order details order details order

details order details order details order details order

details order details order details order details order

New European Shaumbra Shoppe
Opens Monday
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• Euro-friendly payment options, 
including bank transfers and direct 
debit

• Prices will be in EUR.
• Faster delivery time  for EU 

customers
• Lower delivery costs
• Customer service in the European 

time zone
• Downloading digital files will be much 

easier, without the email links that 
typically end up in spam folders

Good news for European Shaumbra



“Shaumbra Inspired”

Use this logo on your creations!



“Shaumbra Inspired”

• A “collective membership” 
trademark available to 
Shaumbra
• Use it on your website, business 
cards, books, CDs or anything 
you create
• Check the February newsletter 
for artwork and information



Welcome back to
Colorado, Jean!



John Kuderka
Michelle MacHale
Ricki Martinez
David McMaster
Suzy Schemel
Jean Tinder

Nancy Buffington
Joe Collins 
Joe Engel 
Kerri Gallant
Vicki Gratz
Linda Hansen
Roy Hansen
Sandra Harris

WEBCAST CREDITS



Thank you Shaumbra,
for your

 love and support



20 Minute Break


